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Submicron thin films of Bi2Te2,7 Se0,3 solid solution is 
synthesized by thermal vacuum evaporation. The films 
are then subjected to after-growth vacuum annealing 
and characterized using X-ray diffraction and confocal 
laser microscopy techniques. Electron transport in the 
synthesized films is studied over the temperature range 
of 1.4-300 K at magnetic fields up to 8 T. Electron lo-
calization due to electron-electron interaction, along 

with weak anti-localization effect at weak magnetic 
fields and temperatures below 8 K is observed. The lat-
ter effect is commonly encountered in thin films of 
topological insulators grown by molecular beam epitaxy 
and has therefore been ascribed to the manifestation of 
the topological surface states. Finally, phase coherence 
length is estimated. 
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1 Introduction 
The A2

VB3
V compounds continue to attract much atten-

tion for their thermoelectric properties with thermoelectric 
efficiency zT ~ 1. Furthermore, they have recently been 
utilized as topological insulators. 

A possible means of attaining superior thermoelectric 
efficiency (zT >> 1) in two-dimensional systems [1-3] is 
causing especial interest in thin film varieties of A2

VB3
V. 

In contrast to bulk-material-based devices, thin-film- 
based Bi2Te3 or Bi2Se3 thermoelectrics allow for substantial 
cooling to 32 K and thermal flow circulation up to 700 
W/cm2 [4]. At the same time, local cooling or heating oc-
curs at a rate that is several orders of magnitude faster. 

However, the most important issue directly related to 
our present studies is that the topological surface electron 
states in thin films can be more easily accessed because the 
contribution of the bulk (volumetric) carriers in the thin 
film case is significantly reduced. This has been vividly 
exposed in numerous of the recent works on Bi2Se3 thin 
films obtained by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [5-9]. 

The objective of this work was to examine whether thin 
films that are less perfect than those obtained by MBE still 
preserve their topological properties. Bi2(Te0.9Se0.1)3 solid  
solution was selected as the core material for these studies 
for the following reasons. The first is that a solid solution 
is always structurally more disordered than terminate com-
pounds. The other is that the Bi2(Te0.9Se0.1)3 composition 
exhibits the best thermoelectric properties among the mate-
rials of the Bi2Te3-Bi2Se3 system [10, 11]. 

Here we report the obtained results on charge transport 
in Bi2(Te0.9Se0.1)3 thin films grown by the cheap hot wall 
method. 

 
2 Preparation of films, their structure, and ex-

perimental details 
Bi2(Te0.9Se0.1)3 was synthesized by melting highly pure 

chemical constituents in evacuated quartz ampoules in a 
rotary furnace at T ~ 800 °C with subsequent cooling un-
der the furnace-off condition. The films were obtained by 
“hot wall” thermal vacuum evaporation of the synthesized 
substance onto glass substrates. The substrate was held at a 
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constant temperature of 300 °C. The thickness of the ob-
tained films varied between 500 and 600 nm. Thermal an-
nealing of the obtained films was performed in vacuum at 
T = 200 °C, 300 °C and 400 °C for 1 h. 

Figure 1 displays the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns 
of the as-grown film (bottom curve) and those of the film 
after annealing at 200 °C (top curve). As can be seen, XRD 
reflexes of the annealed film are more intense. 

Figure 1 X-ray diffraction patterns of as-grown film (bottom 
curve) and thin film after annealing at 200 °C (top curve). 
 

The observed reflexes confirm that the structure of 
crystallites in the obtained film is rhombohedral with space 
group R3m. Such structure is common for all compounds 
of the Bi2Se3-Bi2Te3 family [12]. 

 
Figure 2 Raman spectra of Bi2 (Te0.9Se0.1)3 thin films. 
 
   Raman spectra obtained from the above films in back- 
scattering geometry are shown in Fig. 2. Two Raman lines 
that correspond to 2

1uA  (120 cm-1) and  2
1gA  (138 cm-1) lat-

tice modes are observed in as-grown Bi2(Te0.9Se0.1)3 films 
(bottom curve). The presence of the IR-active mode 2

1uA  in 
the Raman spectrum indicates a break in symmetry that 
can be due to stacking faults or mechanical stress.  
   The remarkable feature of the Raman spectrum of the 
annealed film (Fig. 2, top curve) is the emergence of two 
more lines as compared to the spectrum of the non-
annealed film (Fig. 2, bottom curve). These lines can be 
identified as 2

gE  (102 cm-1) and 1
1gA (60 cm-1). The emer-

gence of these modes is further evidence of more complete 
crystallization of the films subjected to vacuum annealing. 
Note that the values of phonon frequencies obtained in this 
study are consistent with the experimental and calculated 
data for bulk single crystals [12]. 

The electrical conductivity of the obtained films was 
studied in a wide range of temperature (1.4-300 K) and 
magnetic fields (up to 8 T). Measurements were taken us-
ing the standard four-probe method and selective detection 
technique at a frequency of ≈20.5 Hz. Ohmic silver paste 
point contacts were used. 

 
3 Experimental results and discussion 
The temperature dependence of the resistivity of as-

grown thin film is shown in Fig. 3a. The as-grown thin 
film exhibits thermally activated semiconductor-type con-
duction that is due to the disordered structure of the film. 
On the other hand, the same film subjected to vacuum an-
nealing at 200 °C exhibits metallic-type conductivity simi-
lar to Bi2Se3-Bi2Te3 bulk single crystals (Fig. 3b). 

 
Figure 3 Temperature dependence of the resistivity in 
Bi2(Te0.9Se0.1)3 thin films: (a) as grown, (b) annealed at 200 °C. 
Inset: low-temperature part. 

 
The fact that the resistivity at low temperatures in-

creases logarithmically as temperature decreases below 8 
K (Fig. 3b, insert) is of key importance because it indicates 
weak localization, which is typical for disordered metals 
[13]. Note that the above temperature dependence of the 
resistivity and weak localization effect are always accom-
panied by negative magnetoresistivity when observed in 
bulk A2

VB3
VI single crystals. 

The Hall and magnetoresistivity data for annealed 
Bi2Te2.7 Se0.3 thin films are shown in Fig. 4a and 4b, respec-
tively. According to the obtained Hall data, our 
Bi2(Te0.9Se0.1)3 thin film is n-type, with electron concentra-
tion n ~ 1019 cm-3 and mobility µ~100 cm2/V·s at T ~ 4.2 K. 
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Figure 4 Hall (a) and magnetoresistivity (b) measurements in 
annealed Bi2Te2.7 Se0.3 thin films. 

 
In magnetic fields above 1 T, the magnetoresistivity is 

described by a standard Lorentz quadratic field dependence 
inherent in A2

VB3
VI single bulk crystals (Fig. 4b). However, 

a sharp feature with a drastic increase in the magnetoresis-
tivity upon increasing the magnetic field near B = 0 is ob-
served in a region below B < 1 T (Fig. 4b). The sharp dip 
in the magnetic field dependence of magnetoresistivity is a 
typical manifestation of weak antilocalization (WAL) and 
has been observed in thin films, microflakes, and nano-
wires of several topological insulators [5-9, 14, 15]. In 
bulk specimens of topological insulators WAL does not 
appear because of the overwhelming contribution of the 
bulk carriers. WAL itself is inherent in electron transport 
of a Berry’s phase associated with the conical surface 
states [16]. 

Studies of the film thickness dependence of WAL [6] 
have shown that WAL weakens with increasing film thick-
ness and completely disappears at thicknesses above 1 µm. 

The fact that we observe WAL in relatively thick thin- 
films (~500 nm) of a solid solution of a topological insula-
tor is another indication of the topological nature of the 
electronic states involved. Topological states are protected 
against disturbances that do not break time reversal sym-
metry and, are therefore robust. Note that the strong spin-
orbit interaction is a very important prerequisite for the 
formation of topological surface states. 

If strong spin-orbit interaction ( φτ >> soτ , eτ ) is con-
sidered, theoretical magnetic field dependence of the varia-
tion of magnetoconductance in the 2D limiting case is de-
scribed by Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka (HLN) [17]: 

2 1( ) ln ,
2

B BeB
h B B

j jDs a y
p

È Ê ˆ Ê ˆ ˘= - + -Á ˜ Á ˜Í ˙Ë ¯ Ë ¯Î ˚
     (1) 

where soτ  ( eτ ) is the spin-orbit (elastic) scattering time, 
ψ  is the digamma function, )4/( φφ τDeB =  is a charac-
teristic field related to the dephasing time φτ , D is the dif-
fusion constant, and h is the Planck constant. If we con-
sider that 2

ϕϕτ LD = , where ϕL  is the phase coherence 
length, then 2/ (4 ).B eLj f=  The coefficient α  is 1/2 in 
the WAL-dominant case. 
   Figure 5 shows the results of fitting the HLN Eq. (1) to 
our  experimental  data.  The  best  agreement  between 

 
Figure 5 The magnetic field dependence of the magnetoconduc-
tivity (dashed curve, theoretical calculations). 
 
the experimental data (solid curve) and results of 
calculation (dashed curve) is observed for 0.55a =   
and the characteristic field 0.004Bf = T. The value 

55,0=α
 
is very close to the expected 0.5.a =  

Given 2/ (4 ) 0.004 T,B eLj f= =  the value of ϕL  is 
estimated to be 200 nm. This last value is comparable with 
the thickness (L ~ 500 nm) of the studied films. Thus, in 
our case, the overwhelming contribution of the electron 
transport through surface states in total conductivity can be 
expected for film thickness d << 200 nm. 

Thus, we have two facts that are seemingly in conflict 
with each other. A negative cusp in magnetoconductivity is 
indicative of the presence of topological surface states 
which are protected from localization and exhibit weak an-
tilocalization. At the same time, the low temperature con-
ductivity shows logarithmic increase with lowering tem-
perature, which is typical for disordered metals and is at-
tributed to the weak localization. As recently shown by Lu 
and Shen [18] who studied conductivity for massless and 
heavy fermions, the above conflicting facts can be ex-
plained if the electron-electron interaction and quantum in-
terference are considered simultaneously. In this case, it 
explicitly turns out that the temperature dependence of the 
conductivity is dominated by the interaction, while the 
magnetoconductivity is mainly affected by the quantum in-
terference. 

 
4 Conclusions 

We have studied the electrical resistivity of as-grown 
and vacuum-annealed thin films of Bi2(Te0.9Se0.1)3 solid so-
lution in a wide range of temperatures and magnetic fields.  
Only the vacuum-annealed thin films showed electrical 
properties reasonably similar to those of bulk crystals.  
Both weak localization and weak antilocalization occurred, 
the latter being uniquely inherent in topological insulators. 
Unusually for weak antilocalization, the logarithmic 
growth of resistivity with decreasing temperature below 8 
K has been ascribed to the dominant contribution of elec-
tron-electron scattering processes in low-temperature elec-
tron transport. 

There are two issues that seem to be worthy of men-
tioning again. The first is the applied thin-film deposition 
method (hot wall). The second is the solid solution as a 
subject of studies. As far as the employed deposition tech-
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nology is rougher than MBE and the solid solution is a 
more disordered system in comparison with terminate 
compound, the scattering of charge carriers is strong. Even 
under these unfavorable conditions we observe a quantum 
transport signature of the topological surface states. 
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